Aids in Making On-Line SSG Judgments

Page 1: Future Sales & Earnings Growth Rates
1. Historic growth rates – 10 years (First eliminate any outliers)

2. Historic Growth Rate- 5 years

Click mouse on green box for Forecast EPS judgment.

Select Sales & EPS “Growth Trend” tabs, one at a time.

3. Is growth rate acceptable for size of company?
Small-sized company (rev. $1B or less) – 12% growth or greater
Medium-sized company (rev. $1B- $10B) – 7-12% growth
Large-sized company (rev. greater than $10B) – 5-7% growth
4. Recent quarterly growth rate

5. Value Line Growth Projection (Annual Rates)

6. Growth Estimate from dragging “diamond” at the end of the trend line until $
amount equals Value Line $ estimate

7. Analysts EPS Future Growth Projections

8. Yahoo Analyst’s EPS Future Growth Projection (finance.yahoo.com)

9. Yahoo Analysts EPS ($) Estimate Trend

10. BI member sentiment growth estimate range
Click “Research”, then from the drop down menu select “BetterInvesting”, and from the
next menu click on “BetterInvesting Member Sentiment”. To see sentiment averages,
click “Sel” box and scroll to the bottom.

11.

EPS estimate from “Preferred Procedure”

Click mouse in EPS forecast green box.
Use historic data from charts on the right-hand side to update entries in the
“Preferred Procedure”. You can also use Value Line’s Forecasted Tax Rate and
Shares Outstanding.

FUTURE SALES GROWTH JUDGMENT: Observe growth rate trends. Always make
estimate less than the historic sales growth rate. Seldom should the future growth rate estimate
be higher than 15-20%.
FUTURE EPS GROWTH JUDGMENT: Observe growth rate trends. Always make estimate
less than the historic EPS growth rate. Seldom should the future growth estimate be higher than
future sales growth estimate, but can be less. Seldom should future growth estimate be higher
than 15-20%.
SECOND OPINION: You can use the “Preferred Procedure” & the plotting of Analyst’s EPS
& Sales estimates on Page 1 graph as second opinions for your judgments.

Page 2/Section 4: Selecting Future High & Low P/E
Current P/E

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SSG Columns “High P/E” & “ Low P/E” Are there any outliers?
5-Year Average P/E
Last 5-Year trend (steady, decreasing, increasing?)
Most recent High & Low P/E (enter the high and low P/E of the most recent fiscal year).
Value Line projected average P/E

6. Value Line projected high P/E (divide projected high price by projected 3-5 year EPS)

115 / 3.80 = 30.3

7. BI Member Sentiment (See instructions above).

HIGH P/E JUDGMENT: Observe the historic trend in P/Es. If P/Es are descending, the
current or 5-year average P/E might make a good choice. Seldom should it be higher than
the historic average. Use Value Line’s projected average P/E as a reality check.
LOW P/E JUDGMENT: Observe the historic trend in P/Es. Seldom should it be higher
than the historic average.

Page 2/Section 4: Selecting Future Low Price
Current Price

Click in green box

1. Selected Low P/E times Low EPS Est. (TTM -last 4 quarters). The concept being, that if this is a
growth company, the lowest the EPS should ever be in the future is what it is currently.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Five-Year Average Low Price. Best for cyclical companies.
Most Recent Severe Market Low. Useful if the economy is coming out of a recession.
52-week Low
Price Dividend will support, if applicable (Mostly for companies that have about 3% payout).

6. BI Member Sentiment (see above instructions).
7. 80% of current price. It is often helpful to see where the price of the stock would be if there was
suddenly a 20% drop in price from the current price.
.80 X 55.89 = 44.71

LOW PRICE JUDGMENT: The forecasted low price should be lower than the current price and probably
lower than the 52-week low. The low price selection can dramatically change the “Buy”/ “Hold”/ ”Sell” zones
on the SSG so it is recommended that you select a low price as high as is comfortable and reasonable.

